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Abstract Formal semantics comprises a plethora of theories which in-
terpret natural language through the use of different ontological primi-
tives (e.g. individuals, possible worlds, situations, propositions, individ-
ual concepts). The ontological relations between these theories are, to-
day, still largely unexplored. In particular, it remains an open question
whether the primitives from some of these theories can be coded in terms
of objects from other theories, or whether the ontologies of some theories
can even be reduced to the ontologies of other, ontologically poorer, theo-
ries. This paper answers the above questions for a proper subset of formal
semantic theories which are designed for the interpretation of doxastic at-
titude reports. The paper formalizes some ontological relations between
these theories that are only suggested (but are not made explicit) in the
literature, and identifies several new relations. The paper uses these rela-
tions to show that ‘the’ unifying theory for attitude reports is, in fact, a
class of theories whose members are equivalent up to coding.

Keywords: Interpretation of doxastic attitude reports, (Hyper-)Inten-
sional semantics, Ontological relations, Unification, Reduction

1 Introduction

The semantics of natural language presupposes a rich ontology. For example,
to interpret the sentence Every boy admires Mary, we assume the existence of
individuals (i.e. boys, Mary), propositions (i.e. Every boy admires Mary), prop-
erties of individuals (being a boy), relations between individuals (i.e. admire),
and other types of objects. Classical type-logical semantics (e.g. [25–27]) tame
this zoo of objects by assuming only a small number of primitives and obtaining
all other objects from these primitives via semantic rules like function space for-
mation. In this way, Montague [26,27] (see [12]) reduces the referents of a basic
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fragment of English to constructions out of three types of primitives: individuals1

(type e), possible worlds or world-time pairs (called indices; type s), and truth-
values (type t). From these objects, the meanings of declarative sentences (i.e.
propositions) and of referential DPs (i.e. individual concepts) are constructed as
characteristic functions of sets of indices (type st)2 and as functions from indices
to individuals (type se). The meanings of common nouns and intransitive verbs
(i.e. properties of individuals/of individual concepts) are constructed as functions
from indices to sets of individuals/of individual concepts (type s(et), or s((se)t)).

Montague’s analysis of propositions, individual concepts, and properties
greatly simplifies the linguistic-semantic ontology. However, for certain classes of
expressions, this analysis makes wrong predictions about synonymy and linguis-
tic entailment (see [7,14,21]). This is due to Montague’s identification of the type-
s domain with the set of totally specified worlds (or of the set of pairs consisting
of a totally specified world and a point in time), and to his adoption of the axiom
of extensionality (see [3]). As a result of the former, indices decide the truth or
falsity of every sentence. As a result of the latter – and of the attendant identity
of logical equivalents – Montague’s semantics predicts the truth-preserving sub-
stitution of equivalent expressions (e.g. of the pairs of sentences from (1) to (3)3)
in all linguistic contexts, including the complements of attitude verbs like believe
and think (see (4)–(6)). However, since equivalent expressions may have a differ-
ent cognitive significance for the same agent4, this prediction is counterintuitive.

(1) a. One plus one equals two.

b. Seven is a prime number.

(2) a. [dpHesperus] is a planet. (3) a. Phil is a [cngroundhog].
b. [dpPhosphorus] is a planet. b. Phil is a [cnwoodchuck].

(4) a. Len thinks [cpthat one plus one equals two]. (T)

b. One plus one equals two ⇔ Seven is a prime number. (T)
/ / / / / / / / / / / / /

c. Len thinks [cpthat seven is a prime number]. (F)

(5) a. Len thinks [cpthat [dpHesperus] is a planet]. (T)

b. At all indices, Hesperus is Phosphorus. (T)
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

c. Len thinks [cpthat [dpPhosphorus] is a planet]. (F)

(6) a. Len thinks [cpthat Phil is a [cngroundhog]]. (T)

b. At all indices, all groundhogs are woodchucks. (T)
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

c. Len thinks [cpthat Phil is a [cnwoodchuck]]. (F)

To avoid predicting intuitively invalid inferences like (4) to (6), many revi-
sions of Montague’s semantics introduce more fine-grained meanings (sometimes

1 These are possible individuals, which exist in some possible world at some time.
2 We here use a simplified version of the computer science-notation for function types.

Thus, ‘st’ abbreviates the type (s→ t), which corresponds to Montague’s type 〈s, t〉.
3 The equivalence of (3a) and (3b) presupposes the interpretation of kind terms as

rigid designators (see [18]).
4 This difference is exemplified by the different truth-values of (4a) and (4c).
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called hyperintensions; see [7,32]) that distinguish the semantic contributions of
logically equivalent expressions. Hyperintensions are obtained by extending the
sets of possible individuals, possible worlds, and truth-values by impossible in-
dividuals5, partial possible6/impossible or centered7 worlds, and truth-combina-
tions8 (in ‘generalized’ theories; see [23, 29, 38]) or by replacing sets of possible
worlds and functions from indices to individuals in attitude contexts by primitive,
i.e. unanalyzable, propositions (type p) and/or by primitive individual concepts
(type i) (in property theories; see [4,32,36]). For easy reference, we hereafter call
the class of theories that are directed at the interpretation of doxastic attitude
reports intensional theories. This class includes the above hyperintensional the-
ories as well as the more classical possible worlds-theories (see [12,25,27]).

The class of intensional theories is typically also taken to include ‘structured
intensions’-theories (see [8,21]) and operational theories (see [20,28,30]). ‘Struc-
tured intensions’-theories obtain hyperintensions by additionally considering the
syntactic structure of the expressions that are semantically represented by the
structured intensions. Operational theories obtain hyperintensions by assuming
denotationally equivalent, but operationally distinct functions. However, since
these two classes of theories are crucially different from the above-presented the-
ories – and since they are less commonly used in contemporary formal semantic
practice – we exclude them from our present considerations.

The combination of classical Montagovian objects (e.g. individuals, possible
worlds, truth-values) with some of the new hyperintensional objects (e.g. partial/
impossible/centered worlds, truth-combinations, primitive propositions, primi-
tive individual concepts) has recently resulted in a plethora of competing formal-
semantic theories (see Table 1). However, the interpretation of the same (or very
similar) fragments of natural language through the use of different sets of primi-
tives has resulted in a disunified semantics that leaves the relations between the
different theories largely unexplored. In particular, it is unclear whether the basic
objects from some of these theories can be coded in terms of objects from other
theories – s.t. the explanatory or predictive power of one class of theories (with
a certain set of primitives) can also be attributed to other classes of theories
(with different primitives) –, or whether the ontologies of some of these theories
can even be reduced to the ontologies of (ontologically poorer) theories (e.g. [5])
which do not contain special objects like possible worlds.

Our paper seeks to identify coding relations between the ontological primi-
tives of different intensional semantic theories, and to use these relations to iden-
tify representation and reduction relations between the ontologies of these theo-
ries. These relations will then achieve a unification of the different theories. We
expect that these relations will yield insights into the requirements on ontologi-

5 These include physically impossible objects (e.g. perpetuum mobiles) and logically
impossible or self-contradictory objects (e.g. the round square).

6 Partial worlds are more commonly known as situations.
7 These are ordered pairs 〈i, x〉 consisting of an index i and an individual x.
8 These additionally include the empty set of truth-values, {} =: N (i.e. neither-true-

nor-false), and/or the set {T,F} =: B (i.e. both-true-and-false).
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cally ‘minimal’ theories of doxastic attitude reports and that they will contribute
to a better understanding of the linguistic-semantic type system. Apart from
some isolated reductions (e.g. [15,39]), such an effort has never been undertaken.
However, only this effort enables us to transfer the interpretive success of one
(class of) theory(s) (with a certain ontology) to other theories.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys the ontological relations
between different intensional semantic theories. These include ontological rela-
tions between different classical possible worlds-theories (see Sect. 2.1), between
classical and generalized theories (see Sect. 2.2), and between generalized and
property theories (see Sect. 2.3). On the basis of these relations, Section 2.4 iden-
tifies two classes of intensional theories with mutually representable ontologies.
Section 3 uses the above findings for the construction of ontologically parsimo-
nious, but explanatorily strong models of attitude reports.

2 Relations between Intensional Theories

Table 1 captures the similarities and differences between the ontologies of the dif-
ferent intensional theories and identifies coding relations between the objects in
these ontologies. In the table, the existence of a primitive in the ontology of the
respective theory is marked by a cross, 5. Bracketed crosses, (5), indicate that
the primitive is not a fully-fledged type, but is introduced through an additional
type-forming rule. Crosses with a type subscript α, 5α, indicate that objects of
the relevant type are represented in the domain of type α.9 Crosses of the form
[5M] indicate that objects of this type are only present in the ontology of the
metatheory. Crosses with a superscript plus, 5+, indicate that the relevant do-
main contains more objects than same-type domains in classical theories. In the
domains of the types s and t, these ‘additional’ objects include partial/impossi-
ble/centered worlds and the truth-combinations N and B, respectively. In the
domain of the type e, these objects include impossible individuals (see [38]) and
nominalized properties (see [4]).

In the Table, we read ‘α −→ β’ as ‘objects of type α can be represented (or
coded ) by objects of type β’. ‘γ ←− α −→ β’ is read as ‘objects of type α can be
coded by constructions out of objects of the types β and γ’. Reduction relations
between objects in the ontologies of intensional theories which are identified in
the literature are indicated by black solid arrows; embedding relations are indi-
cated by grey solid arrows. Reduction (or embedding) relations which are sugges-
ted by these results, but which are – to the best of our knowledge – not explicitly
addressed in the literature, are indicated by dashed black (grey) arrows.

Ontological relations from the literature include the possibility of embedding
the ontology of Montague’s Intensional Logic (IL) from [26,27] in the ontology of
Gallin’s two-sorted variant of Church’s Simple Theory of Types, TY2 (see [12]),
of reducing the ontology of the linguistically relevant part of TY2 to the ontology

9 For example, Zalta [38, pp. 644–646] represents situations and impossible worlds by
(abstract) objects in the domain of individuals.
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black solid arrows; embedding relations are indicated by gray arrows. Reduction relations
which are suggested by these results, but which are (to the best of our knowledge) not ex-
plicitly addressed in the literature, are indicated by dashed black arrows.

Ontological relations from the literature include the possibility of embedding the on-
tology of Montague’s Intentional Logic (IL) from [23,24] in the ontology of Gallin’s two-
sorted variant of Church’s Simple Theory of Types (e.g. [?Tichy71,?GroenendijkStokhof82])
(cf. [10]) and of reducing the ontology of the linguistically relevant part of Gallin’s theory
to the ontology of IL (cf.
[36]). Ontological relations which are only suggested in the literature include the possibil-
ity of embedding the ontology of Gallin’s theory in the ontology of a type-theoretic variant
of situation semantics semantics (cf. [26]), of reducing the ontology of Muskens’ situation-
semantic theory (cf. [26]) to the ontology of Gallin’s theory, and of reducing property-
theoretic ontologies that assume primitive possible worlds (e.g. [27]) to property-theoretic
ontologies without worlds (e.g. [3,28,33]).9
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Chierchia & Turner (PT) 5+ [5M] 5

Thomason 1980 (IntL) 5 5 5

Pollard 2015 (AHS) 5 5 5 5

Table 1. Ontological relations between intensional theories.

The di↵erent ontological intertheoretic relations are discussed in some detail below,
starting with relations between classical theories. In subsequent discussion (cf. also Ta-
ble 1), we use Gallin’s [10] convention of subscripting a logic’s name by the number of its
basic types, not counting the type t. For every natural number n, we thus let ‘TYn’ denote
a logic with n+1 basic types (granted the existence of the basic type t). Correspondingly,
the logic TY1 (with basic types t and e) is Church’s Simple Theory of Types (cf. [4]). The
logic TY2 (with basic types t, e, and s) is Gallin’s two-sorted variant of this logic (cf. [10]).
Following [26], we use superscript number k to identify this logic as a k-valued logic. To
capture the standardness of classical two-valued logics, we drop the superscript 2, such
that we write TY2

n simply as ‘TYn’.

2.1. Relations between Classical Theories. Gallin’s [10] embedding of IL in TY2

is arguably the best-known relation between classical intensional theories. This embed-
ding enables the interpretation of natural language in a simpler theory with nicer formal
properties.10 TY2 di↵ers from IL w.r.t. the ontological status of indices: while indices
have the same status as individuals in TY2 (s.t. they are in the domain of quantification
and lambda abstraction), they are only derivative objects in IL, where they are introduced

9For reasons of readability, we do not visualize all of these relations in Table 1.
10In contrast to IL, TY2 validates full universal instantiation, beta conversion, and Leibniz’ Law and has
the diamond property (cf. [26, pp. 23–24], [?FriedWarr80, p. 323]).

Table 1. Ontological relations between intensional theories.

of IL (see [39]), and of embedding the ontology of TY2 in the ontology of a type-
theoretic variant of situation semantics, TY3

2 (see [29]). Ontological relations
which are only suggested in the literature include the possibility of reducing the
ontology of TY3

2 to the ontology of TY2, of embedding the ontology of TY3
2 in a

property-theoretic ontology (e.g. in the ontology of IntL from [36]), and of reduc-
ing property-theoretic ontologies that assume primitive possible worlds (e.g. the
ontology of TY3 from [30]) to property-theoretic ontologies without primitive
worlds (e.g. to the ontologies of PT/AHS/IntL from [4,32,36]).10

The different ontological relations are discussed in some detail below, start-
ing with relations between classical theories. In subsequent discussion, we use
Gallin’s [12] convention of subscripting a logic’s name by the number of its basic
types, not counting the type t. For every natural number n, we thus let ‘TYn’
denote a logic with n+1 basic types (granted the existence of the type t). Corre-
spondingly, the logic TY1 (with basic types t and e) is Church’s Simple Theory of
Types (see [5]). The logic TY2 (with basic types t, e, and s) is Gallin’s two-sorted
variant of this logic (see [12]). Following [29], we use a superscript number k to
identify a logic as a k-valued logic. To capture the standardness of classical two-
valued logics, we drop the superscript 2, s.t. we write TY2

n simply as ‘TYn’.

2.1 Relations between Classical Theories

Gallin’s [12] embedding of IL in TY2 is arguably the best-known relation between
classical intensional theories. This embedding enables the interpretation of natu-
ral language in a simpler theory with nicer formal properties.11 TY2 differs from
IL w.r.t. the ontological status of indices: while indices have the same status as
individuals in TY2 (s.t. they are in the domain of quantification and lambda ab-
straction), they are only derivative objects in IL, where they are introduced by a
rule for the formation of intensional types. This rule states that, if α is an IL-
type, then so is sα (see [27, p. 256]; cf. [26, pp. 227–228]). The type sα is instanti-

10 For reasons of perspicuity, not all last-mentioned relations are visualized in Table 1.
11 In contrast to IL, TY2 validates full universal instantiation, beta conversion, and

Leibniz’ Law and has the diamond property (see [29, pp. 23–24]; cf. [11, p. 323]).
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ated, e.g., by the type for characteristic functions of sets of indices (i.e. st), by the
type for individual concepts (i.e. se), and by the type for functions from indices
to sets of individuals (i.e. s(et)). However, as a result of this ‘rule-based’ intro-
duction of the type s, IL cannot quantify over indices. Consequently, it is often
said12 to be unable to model linguistic phenomena that require explicit quan-
tification over worlds or times (see [9, 19,33]).

To embed IL in TY2, Gallin analyzes extensional objects (of type α) as the
extensions of intensional (type-sα) objects at the actual-world index, and ana-
lyzes Montague’s intensionalization and extensionalization operators, ∧ and ∨, as
abstraction over and application to this index, respectively. The necessity and
possibility operators, � and ♦, are then analyzed as universal and existential
quantification over indices.

Gallin’s embedding shows the possibility of interpreting natural language in
ontologically richer theories that assume an equal (or ‘symmetric’ [33]) treatment
of individuals and indices. Zimmermann [39] has shown that the ontology of the
(large) part of TY2 that is relevant for the interpretation of natural language
can also be reduced to the ontology of IL, such that there is a reduction of TY2

to IL. This reduction is made possible by the fact that explicit abstraction from
and quantification over possible worlds do not add any objects to the original
IL-ontology. Zimmermann obtains this result by eliminating all bound type-s
variables which do not occur in IL.

A similarly interesting relation to the one above is the reduction of IL (or
of TY2) to ontologically even more parsimonious theories (e.g. [6, 25, 37]) which
restrict intensional objects to type-st propositions. As a result of this restriction,
the ontologies of these theories exclude (type-se) individual concepts, construc-
tions involving individual concepts (e.g. objects of type (se)t or (se)(st)), and
functions from indices to non-t objects (e.g. objects of type s(et)). We hereafter
call the logic that is associated with these theories IL−.

The ontological reduction of IL (or of TY2) to IL− can be performed through
a number of different coding strategies. In particular, Kaplan [15] has shown13

that the ontology of IL can be reduced to the ontology of IL− by representing
objects A of type sα14 by type-α(st) functions, λaαλis [A(i) = a], from type-α
objects a to the set of indices at which the extension of A is a. This representation
includes, as a special case, the representation of individual concepts as functions
from individuals to the set of indices (type e(st)) at which these concepts have the

12 For a refutation of this claim, see the discussion of [39] below.
13 More accurately, Kaplan shows “that Frege’s ontology [can be represented] within

that part of it which constitutes Russell’s ontology” (see [15, p. 719]). Our description
of Kaplan’s result is motivated by the identity of Frege’s ontology (when combined
with a haecceitist position on trans-world identity; see [ibid., pp. 725–729]) with the
ontology of IL, and by the identity of Russell’s ontology with the ontology of IL−.

14 Kaplan’s strategy can be significantly simplified by requiring that the type sα be in
♦-normal form (see [22, p. 11]). This form gathers occurrences of the index-type s im-
mediately before t. Thus, the type s(et) has the ♦-normal form e(st). Since e(st) is
already an IL−-type, objects of type s(et) will be represented in this type, rather than
in the more complex type (et)(st).
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individual as their extension. Extensional properties of individual concepts (type
(se)t) and functions from indices to such properties (type s((se)t)) are then re-
presented by objects of the types (e(st))t and (e(st))(st), respectively.

To improve upon the generality of Kaplan’s result – and to allow for the full
ontological reduction of TY2 to IL− (incl. the reduction of free-standing indices)
–, Liefke [22] represents indices w by the characteristic function, λis [i = w], of
their singleton sets. This representation enables the representation of individual
concepts by functions from propositions to individuals (type (st)e) and of objects
of the types (se)t and s((se)t) by objects of the type ((st)e)t resp. ((st)e)(st).15

The above-discussed relations all obtain between the ontologies of intensional
theories. Liefke and Sanders [24] have shown that a proper part of the ontology of
TY2 (which restricts intensional objects to individual concepts and to construc-
tions involving these concepts) can even be reduced to the ontology of Church’s
[5] extensional one-sorted type theory TY1. This reduction is achieved by repre-
senting individual concepts by coded finite sequences of natural numbers16 (type
0∗, or e) and by representing continuous functionals by lower-type objects (type
0∗ → 0, or et) called the associates of these functionals. Associates of continu-
ous functionals are countable representations of these functionals which uniquely
determine the value of these functionals for every argument (see [16,17]).

The ontological relations between classical intensional (and extensional) the-
ories are summarized in Figure 1. In the table, X −→ Y is read as ‘the (objects
in the) ontology of X can be represented (by objects) within the ontology of Y ’,
where X and Y are type-logical theories. Subscripts under arrows attribute the
identification of the relevant relation. Dashed arrows indicate partial relations.
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We have suggested in Section 1 that generalized theories improve upon the pre-
dictive accuracy of classical possible worlds-theories by extending the ontology of
classical theories with new kinds of individuals, worlds, and truth-values. Specif-
ically, the generalized theories from Table 1 all extend the sets of possible worlds
and truth-values from TY2 by possible situations and by the truth-combination

15 The latter coding is justified w.r.t. to the ♦-normal form of s((se)t), i.e. (se)(st).
16 The relevant literature uses 0 and 0∗ as the types for natural numbers, respectively

for coded sequences of natural numbers. To ensure the transferability of results, we
identify 0 with e.
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N (neither-true-nor-false). The functional version17 of Zalta’s [38] Object Theory
(hereafter, OT), the functional version of Muskens’ [29] relational type theory
TT4

2 (i.e. TY4
2), and Liefke’s [23] Integrated Semantics (IS) further extend the

sets of worlds and truth-values by impossible worlds (or by impossible situations;
see [23, 38]) and by the truth-combination B (both-true-and-false). OT further
adds, to the set of possible individuals from TY2, abstract individuals (incl. im-
possible individuals). To obtain more fine-grained linguistic meanings, IS replaces
situations by centered situations (see [34]).

In virtue of the above extensions, the ontologies of TY4
2, of its partial variant

TY3
2, of OT, and of IS all embed the ontologies of classical theories. However,

results from universal algebra suggest that many of these embeddings can also
be inversed. These results include the possibility of representing truth-combina-
tions ξ by characteristic functions, λϑt [ϑ v ξ], of the set of truth-values that are
included in ξ under the approximation-ordering on truth-combinations (see [1];
cf. [2]).18 They further include the possibility of representing situations and possi-
ble/impossible worlds σ by sets, λis[σ ≤ i], of possible worlds whose information
contains (a consistent part of) the information of σ (see [35]).19 In this way, these
results enable the representation of the ontologies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the onto-

logy of TY2. The strategy of representing situations as sets of worlds also stands
behind the representation of indices by their singletons from [22] (see Sect. 2.1).

Because of the large cardinality of OT’s type-e domain (see Table 1) – and the
resulting impossibility of representing each individual from OT by an individual
in the domain of TY4

2 –, the above results only enable a partial reduction of the
ontology of OT to the ontology of TY2. A related observation holds for the reduc-
tion of IS to TY2: since TY2 does not have an operation for the formation of pro-
duct types (s.t. its ontology does not contain representations of centered situa-
tions), the ontology of IS resists a full reduction to the ontology of TY2.

The ontological relations between generalized theories, and between general-
ized theories and TY2, are summarized in Figure 2.

2.3 Relations between Generalized and Property Theories

We have seen above that, by extending the familiar type-theoretic domains, gen-
eralized theories distinguish more intuitively different sentence-meanings than

17 In contrast to the theory’s original relational formulation, this version has a primitive
type for truth-combinations.

18 Since the truth-combination B includes both T and F on this ordering, it will be
represented by the set {T,F}. Since the truth-combination N includes neither T nor
F (or B), it will be represented by the empty set. Since each of T and F only includes
N and itself, they will be represented by their singleton sets. The relation v is dis-
cussed in detail in [2].

19 Possible worlds will then be represented by singleton sets containing these worlds.
Situations/impossible worlds will be represented by sets of worlds whose members
extend the information of the situation, resp. whose members capture a total consis-
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(im-)possible worlds � by characteristic functions, �is[�  i], of sets of possible worlds
whose information captures (a consistent part of) the information of � (cf. [32]).17 The lat-
ter enable the representation of the ontologies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the ontology of TY2.

The strategy of representing situations as sets of worlds also stands behind the represen-
tation of indices by their singleton sets from [19] (above).

Because of the large cardinality of OT’s type-e domain – and of the resulting impossi-
bility of representing each individual from OT by an individual in the domain of TY4

2 –,
the ontology of OT can only be partially reduced to the ontology of TY4

2. A related ob-
servation holds for the possibility of reducing IS to TY2 (or to TY4

2): since TY2 does not
have an operation for the formation of product types (s.t. its ontology does not contain
centered situations), the ontology of IS resists a reduction to the ontology of TY2.

The ontological relations between generalized theories, and between generalized the-
ories and TY2, are summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Ontological relations between generalized theories.

2.3. Relations between Generalized and Property Theories. Generalized the-
ories improve upon the predictive accuracy of Montague’s theories by replacing indices
and truth-values by larger sets of objects that distinguish more intuitively di�erent sen-
tence-meanings. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the accuracy of these
theories: since the nouns groundhog and woodchuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individ-
ual that is a groundhog at some situation is also a woodchuck at this situation, and vice
versa), many18 generalized theories still predict the validity of inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [3,27,28,33]) solve this problem19 by replacing sets of worlds/of
situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. However, to interpret
natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at a world, and to predict
the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional constructions like (7),20 many
property theories (e.g. [27]; cf. [33, Sect. 7]) still assume a dedicated domain of possible
worlds and of sets of possible worlds. Sets of worlds are then connected to propositions via
a homomorphism21 from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-

17Possible worlds will then be represented by singleton sets containing these worlds. Situations and im-
possible worlds will be represented by sets of worlds whose members extend the information of the situa-
tion, respectively whose members capture a total consistent part of the information of the world. The rela-
tion  is introduced in [26, pp. 69–74].
18This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to occurrences of expressions in atti-
tude contexts.
19The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-s0t0 objects motivates the
distinction between (classical or) generalized theories and property theories (cf. Sect. 2.4).
20These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of logically equivalent expressions.
21To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (w.r.t. intensions), it is commonly assumed that this homo-
morphism is not an isomorphism. In reflection of this assumption, we stipulate that there is more than
one necessarily true primitive proposition.
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Pollard’s strategy for the ‘elimination’ of primitive possible worlds can be straightfor-
wardly applied to the elimination of impossible worlds and of (possible or impossible) sit-
uations. This elimination uses a four-valued24 variant of the function, �is

0
�pp [p(i)], for the

type-pt representation of possible worlds. This function produces consistent sets of propo-
sitions on input possible situations (principal filters on propositions on input spatio-tem-
poral parts of possible worlds), and produces inconsistent sets of propositions on input
impossible worlds or situations. The possibility of giving type-p(tt) representations of
(possible or impossible) worlds and situations enables the representation of the ontolo-
gies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the ontology of TY3 and, consequently, in the ontology of AHS.

We have noted in Section 2.2 that type-s�t� objects from IS (i.e. functions from centered
worlds/situations to truth-combinations) are more fine-grained than their non-centered
counterparts from TY3

2 or TY4
2, such that the ontology of IS resists a reduction to the

ontology of TY2. In particular, IS-interpretations of attitude reports correctly capture
speakers’ intuitions about the preservation of content (or ‘meaning’) under substitution,
such that they correctly predict the substitution-resistance of (4) to (6) (cf. [20]). Since
these intuitions also determine the level of granularity of primitive propositions in prop-
erty theories (cf. [29, p. 553]), IS is ontologically equivalent to AHS.

The ontological relations between generalized theories are summarized in Figure 3.

IntL PT TY3

AHSIS

[28]?

embedding

reduction direction

Figure 3. Ontological relations between property theories.

2.4. Classes of Intensional Theories. The above yields the picture of the ontolog-
ical relations between intensional semantic theories from Figure 4. This figure identifies
two classes of intensional semantic theories whose members allow the mutual represen-
tation of their ontologies. The di�erence between these classes lies in the presence vs.
absence of objects that are su�ciently fine-grained to serve the interpretation of atti-
tude complements (e.g. the interpretation of the occurrences of (2a) and (3a) from (5a)
and (6a)). Since primitive propositions (and objects representing these propositions) sat-
isfy the above granularity requirement, the ontologies of AHS, TY3, PT, IntL, OT, and
IS all qualify as members of the class of fine-grained intensional theories. Since functions
of type s�t� (and objects representing such functions) do not satisfy this granularity re-
quirement, the ontologies of TY2, TY3

2, TY4
2, IL, and IL� qualify as members of the class

of coarse-grained intensional theories. The finer grain of primitive propositions w.r.t.
type-s�t� objects prevents the ontological reduction of fine-grained intensional theories to
coarse-grained theories.

24This variant reflects the possibility that neither a proposition nor its complement may be true at a
situation and that both a proposition and its complement may be true at an impossible world or situation.
To capture this possibility, we represent worlds and situations by (type-pt0, or -p(tt)) functions from primi-
tive propositions to truth-combinations.
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classical theories. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the predictive
accuracy of these theories. For example, since the nouns groundhog and wood-
chuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individual which is a groundhog in some sit-
uation is also a woodchuck in this situation, and vice versa), many20 generalized
theories still predict the validity of counterintuitive inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [4,30,32,36]) solve this problem21 by replacing sets of
worlds/of situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. How-
ever, to interpret natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at
a world, and to predict the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional
constructions like (7),22 many property theories (e.g. [30]; see [36, Sect. 7]) still
assume a dedicated domain of possible worlds, and of sets of possible worlds. Sets
of worlds are then connected to primitive propositions via a homomorphism23

from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-conditions for
constructions like (7), the meanings of sentences in intensional contexts are iden-
tified with the values of this homomorphism for the relevant hyperintension.

20 This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to attitude com-
plements (see Sect. 2.2).

21 The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-st (or type-
(st)(tt)) objects motivates the distinction between generalized and property theories.
This distinction will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.4.

22 These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of equivalent expressions.
23 To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (than intensions), it is commonly as-

sumed that this homomorphism is not an isomorphism (see [30,36]).
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whose information captures (a consistent part of) the information of � (cf. [32]).17 The lat-
ter enable the representation of the ontologies of TY3

2 and TY4
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The strategy of representing situations as sets of worlds also stands behind the represen-
tation of indices by their singleton sets from [19] (above).

Because of the large cardinality of OT’s type-e domain – and of the resulting impossi-
bility of representing each individual from OT by an individual in the domain of TY4

2 –,
the ontology of OT can only be partially reduced to the ontology of TY4

2. A related ob-
servation holds for the possibility of reducing IS to TY2 (or to TY4

2): since TY2 does not
have an operation for the formation of product types (s.t. its ontology does not contain
centered situations), the ontology of IS resists a reduction to the ontology of TY2.

The ontological relations between generalized theories, and between generalized the-
ories and TY2, are summarized in Figure 2.
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versa), many18 generalized theories still predict the validity of inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [3,27,28,33]) solve this problem19 by replacing sets of worlds/of
situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. However, to interpret
natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at a world, and to predict
the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional constructions like (7),20 many
property theories (e.g. [27]; cf. [33, Sect. 7]) still assume a dedicated domain of possible
worlds and of sets of possible worlds. Sets of worlds are then connected to propositions via
a homomorphism21 from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-

17Possible worlds will then be represented by singleton sets containing these worlds. Situations and im-
possible worlds will be represented by sets of worlds whose members extend the information of the situa-
tion, respectively whose members capture a total consistent part of the information of the world. The rela-
tion  is introduced in [26, pp. 69–74].
18This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to occurrences of expressions in atti-
tude contexts.
19The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-s0t0 objects motivates the
distinction between (classical or) generalized theories and property theories (cf. Sect. 2.4).
20These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of logically equivalent expressions.
21To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (w.r.t. intensions), it is commonly assumed that this homo-
morphism is not an isomorphism. In reflection of this assumption, we stipulate that there is more than
one necessarily true primitive proposition.
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(im-)possible worlds � by characteristic functions, �is[�  i], of sets of possible worlds
whose information captures (a consistent part of) the information of � (cf. [32]).17 The lat-
ter enable the representation of the ontologies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the ontology of TY2.

The strategy of representing situations as sets of worlds also stands behind the represen-
tation of indices by their singleton sets from [19] (above).

Because of the large cardinality of OT’s type-e domain – and of the resulting impossi-
bility of representing each individual from OT by an individual in the domain of TY4

2 –,
the ontology of OT can only be partially reduced to the ontology of TY4

2. A related ob-
servation holds for the possibility of reducing IS to TY2 (or to TY4

2): since TY2 does not
have an operation for the formation of product types (s.t. its ontology does not contain
centered situations), the ontology of IS resists a reduction to the ontology of TY2.

The ontological relations between generalized theories, and between generalized the-
ories and TY2, are summarized in Figure 2.
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2.3. Relations between Generalized and Property Theories. Generalized the-
ories improve upon the predictive accuracy of Montague’s theories by replacing indices
and truth-values by larger sets of objects that distinguish more intuitively di�erent sen-
tence-meanings. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the accuracy of these
theories: since the nouns groundhog and woodchuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individ-
ual that is a groundhog at some situation is also a woodchuck at this situation, and vice
versa), many18 generalized theories still predict the validity of inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [3,27,28,33]) solve this problem19 by replacing sets of worlds/of
situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. However, to interpret
natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at a world, and to predict
the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional constructions like (7),20 many
property theories (e.g. [27]; cf. [33, Sect. 7]) still assume a dedicated domain of possible
worlds and of sets of possible worlds. Sets of worlds are then connected to propositions via
a homomorphism21 from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-

17Possible worlds will then be represented by singleton sets containing these worlds. Situations and im-
possible worlds will be represented by sets of worlds whose members extend the information of the situa-
tion, respectively whose members capture a total consistent part of the information of the world. The rela-
tion  is introduced in [26, pp. 69–74].
18This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to occurrences of expressions in atti-
tude contexts.
19The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-s0t0 objects motivates the
distinction between (classical or) generalized theories and property theories (cf. Sect. 2.4).
20These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of logically equivalent expressions.
21To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (w.r.t. intensions), it is commonly assumed that this homo-
morphism is not an isomorphism. In reflection of this assumption, we stipulate that there is more than
one necessarily true primitive proposition.
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Pollard’s strategy for the ‘elimination’ of primitive possible worlds can be straightfor-
wardly applied to the elimination of impossible worlds and of (possible or impossible) sit-
uations. This elimination uses a four-valued24 variant of the function, �is

0
�pp [p(i)], for the

type-pt representation of possible worlds. This function produces consistent sets of propo-
sitions on input possible situations (principal filters on propositions on input spatio-tem-
poral parts of possible worlds), and produces inconsistent sets of propositions on input
impossible worlds or situations. The possibility of giving type-p(tt) representations of
(possible or impossible) worlds and situations enables the representation of the ontolo-
gies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the ontology of TY3 and, consequently, in the ontology of AHS.

We have noted in Section 2.2 that type-s�t� objects from IS (i.e. functions from centered
worlds/situations to truth-combinations) are more fine-grained than their non-centered
counterparts from TY3

2 or TY4
2, such that the ontology of IS resists a reduction to the

ontology of TY2. In particular, IS-interpretations of attitude reports correctly capture
speakers’ intuitions about the preservation of content (or ‘meaning’) under substitution,
such that they correctly predict the substitution-resistance of (4) to (6) (cf. [20]). Since
these intuitions also determine the level of granularity of primitive propositions in prop-
erty theories (cf. [29, p. 553]), IS is ontologically equivalent to AHS.

The ontological relations between generalized theories are summarized in Figure 3.
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2.4. Classes of Intensional Theories. The above yields the picture of the ontolog-
ical relations between intensional semantic theories from Figure 4. This figure identifies
two classes of intensional semantic theories whose members allow the mutual represen-
tation of their ontologies. The di�erence between these classes lies in the presence vs.
absence of objects that are su�ciently fine-grained to serve the interpretation of atti-
tude complements (e.g. the interpretation of the occurrences of (2a) and (3a) from (5a)
and (6a)). Since primitive propositions (and objects representing these propositions) sat-
isfy the above granularity requirement, the ontologies of AHS, TY3, PT, IntL, OT, and
IS all qualify as members of the class of fine-grained intensional theories. Since functions
of type s�t� (and objects representing such functions) do not satisfy this granularity re-
quirement, the ontologies of TY2, TY3

2, TY4
2, IL, and IL� qualify as members of the class

of coarse-grained intensional theories. The finer grain of primitive propositions w.r.t.
type-s�t� objects prevents the ontological reduction of fine-grained intensional theories to
coarse-grained theories.

24This variant reflects the possibility that neither a proposition nor its complement may be true at a
situation and that both a proposition and its complement may be true at an impossible world or situation.
To capture this possibility, we represent worlds and situations by (type-pt0, or -p(tt)) functions from primi-
tive propositions to truth-combinations.
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classical theories. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the predictive
accuracy of these theories. For example, since the nouns groundhog and wood-
chuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individual which is a groundhog in some sit-
uation is also a woodchuck in this situation, and vice versa), many20 generalized
theories still predict the validity of counterintuitive inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [4,30,32,36]) solve this problem21 by replacing sets of
worlds/of situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. How-
ever, to interpret natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at
a world, and to predict the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional
constructions like (7),22 many property theories (e.g. [30]; see [36, Sect. 7]) still
assume a dedicated domain of possible worlds, and of sets of possible worlds. Sets
of worlds are then connected to primitive propositions via a homomorphism23

from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-conditions for
constructions like (7), the meanings of sentences in intensional contexts are iden-
tified with the values of this homomorphism for the relevant hyperintension.

20 This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to attitude com-
plements (see Sect. 2.2).

21 The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-st (or type-
(st)(tt)) objects motivates the distinction between generalized and property theories.
This distinction will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.4.

22 These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of equivalent expressions.
23 To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (than intensions), it is commonly as-

sumed that this homomorphism is not an isomorphism (see [30,36]).
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(im-)possible worlds � by characteristic functions, �is[�  i], of sets of possible worlds
whose information captures (a consistent part of) the information of � (cf. [32]).17 The lat-
ter enable the representation of the ontologies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the ontology of TY2.

The strategy of representing situations as sets of worlds also stands behind the represen-
tation of indices by their singleton sets from [19] (above).

Because of the large cardinality of OT’s type-e domain – and of the resulting impossi-
bility of representing each individual from OT by an individual in the domain of TY4

2 –,
the ontology of OT can only be partially reduced to the ontology of TY4

2. A related ob-
servation holds for the possibility of reducing IS to TY2 (or to TY4

2): since TY2 does not
have an operation for the formation of product types (s.t. its ontology does not contain
centered situations), the ontology of IS resists a reduction to the ontology of TY2.

The ontological relations between generalized theories, and between generalized the-
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theories: since the nouns groundhog and woodchuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individ-
ual that is a groundhog at some situation is also a woodchuck at this situation, and vice
versa), many18 generalized theories still predict the validity of inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [3,27,28,33]) solve this problem19 by replacing sets of worlds/of
situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. However, to interpret
natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at a world, and to predict
the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional constructions like (7),20 many
property theories (e.g. [27]; cf. [33, Sect. 7]) still assume a dedicated domain of possible
worlds and of sets of possible worlds. Sets of worlds are then connected to propositions via
a homomorphism21 from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-

17Possible worlds will then be represented by singleton sets containing these worlds. Situations and im-
possible worlds will be represented by sets of worlds whose members extend the information of the situa-
tion, respectively whose members capture a total consistent part of the information of the world. The rela-
tion  is introduced in [26, pp. 69–74].
18This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to occurrences of expressions in atti-
tude contexts.
19The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-s0t0 objects motivates the
distinction between (classical or) generalized theories and property theories (cf. Sect. 2.4).
20These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of logically equivalent expressions.
21To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (w.r.t. intensions), it is commonly assumed that this homo-
morphism is not an isomorphism. In reflection of this assumption, we stipulate that there is more than
one necessarily true primitive proposition.
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worlds/of situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. How-
ever, to interpret natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at
a world, and to predict the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional
constructions like (7),22 many property theories (e.g. [30]; see [36, Sect. 7]) still
assume a dedicated domain of possible worlds, and of sets of possible worlds. Sets
of worlds are then connected to primitive propositions via a homomorphism23

from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-conditions for
constructions like (7), the meanings of sentences in intensional contexts are iden-
tified with the values of this homomorphism for the relevant hyperintension.

20 This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to attitude com-
plements (see Sect. 2.2).

21 The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-st (or type-
(st)(tt)) objects motivates the distinction between generalized and property theories.
This distinction will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.4.

22 These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of equivalent expressions.
23 To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (than intensions), it is commonly as-

sumed that this homomorphism is not an isomorphism (see [30,36]).
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(im-)possible worlds � by characteristic functions, �is[�  i], of sets of possible worlds
whose information captures (a consistent part of) the information of � (cf. [32]).17 The lat-
ter enable the representation of the ontologies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the ontology of TY2.

The strategy of representing situations as sets of worlds also stands behind the represen-
tation of indices by their singleton sets from [19] (above).

Because of the large cardinality of OT’s type-e domain – and of the resulting impossi-
bility of representing each individual from OT by an individual in the domain of TY4

2 –,
the ontology of OT can only be partially reduced to the ontology of TY4

2. A related ob-
servation holds for the possibility of reducing IS to TY2 (or to TY4

2): since TY2 does not
have an operation for the formation of product types (s.t. its ontology does not contain
centered situations), the ontology of IS resists a reduction to the ontology of TY2.

The ontological relations between generalized theories, and between generalized the-
ories and TY2, are summarized in Figure 2.
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2.3. Relations between Generalized and Property Theories. Generalized the-
ories improve upon the predictive accuracy of Montague’s theories by replacing indices
and truth-values by larger sets of objects that distinguish more intuitively di�erent sen-
tence-meanings. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the accuracy of these
theories: since the nouns groundhog and woodchuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individ-
ual that is a groundhog at some situation is also a woodchuck at this situation, and vice
versa), many18 generalized theories still predict the validity of inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [3,27,28,33]) solve this problem19 by replacing sets of worlds/of
situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. However, to interpret
natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at a world, and to predict
the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional constructions like (7),20 many
property theories (e.g. [27]; cf. [33, Sect. 7]) still assume a dedicated domain of possible
worlds and of sets of possible worlds. Sets of worlds are then connected to propositions via
a homomorphism21 from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-

17Possible worlds will then be represented by singleton sets containing these worlds. Situations and im-
possible worlds will be represented by sets of worlds whose members extend the information of the situa-
tion, respectively whose members capture a total consistent part of the information of the world. The rela-
tion  is introduced in [26, pp. 69–74].
18This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to occurrences of expressions in atti-
tude contexts.
19The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-s0t0 objects motivates the
distinction between (classical or) generalized theories and property theories (cf. Sect. 2.4).
20These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of logically equivalent expressions.
21To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (w.r.t. intensions), it is commonly assumed that this homo-
morphism is not an isomorphism. In reflection of this assumption, we stipulate that there is more than
one necessarily true primitive proposition.
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Pollard’s strategy for the ‘elimination’ of primitive possible worlds can be straightfor-
wardly applied to the elimination of impossible worlds and of (possible or impossible) sit-
uations. This elimination uses a four-valued24 variant of the function, �is

0
�pp [p(i)], for the

type-pt representation of possible worlds. This function produces consistent sets of propo-
sitions on input possible situations (principal filters on propositions on input spatio-tem-
poral parts of possible worlds), and produces inconsistent sets of propositions on input
impossible worlds or situations. The possibility of giving type-p(tt) representations of
(possible or impossible) worlds and situations enables the representation of the ontolo-
gies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the ontology of TY3 and, consequently, in the ontology of AHS.

We have noted in Section 2.2 that type-s�t� objects from IS (i.e. functions from centered
worlds/situations to truth-combinations) are more fine-grained than their non-centered
counterparts from TY3

2 or TY4
2, such that the ontology of IS resists a reduction to the

ontology of TY2. In particular, IS-interpretations of attitude reports correctly capture
speakers’ intuitions about the preservation of content (or ‘meaning’) under substitution,
such that they correctly predict the substitution-resistance of (4) to (6) (cf. [20]). Since
these intuitions also determine the level of granularity of primitive propositions in prop-
erty theories (cf. [29, p. 553]), IS is ontologically equivalent to AHS.

The ontological relations between generalized theories are summarized in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Ontological relations between property theories.

2.4. Classes of Intensional Theories. The above yields the picture of the ontolog-
ical relations between intensional semantic theories from Figure 4. This figure identifies
two classes of intensional semantic theories whose members allow the mutual represen-
tation of their ontologies. The di�erence between these classes lies in the presence vs.
absence of objects that are su�ciently fine-grained to serve the interpretation of atti-
tude complements (e.g. the interpretation of the occurrences of (2a) and (3a) from (5a)
and (6a)). Since primitive propositions (and objects representing these propositions) sat-
isfy the above granularity requirement, the ontologies of AHS, TY3, PT, IntL, OT, and
IS all qualify as members of the class of fine-grained intensional theories. Since functions
of type s�t� (and objects representing such functions) do not satisfy this granularity re-
quirement, the ontologies of TY2, TY3

2, TY4
2, IL, and IL� qualify as members of the class

of coarse-grained intensional theories. The finer grain of primitive propositions w.r.t.
type-s�t� objects prevents the ontological reduction of fine-grained intensional theories to
coarse-grained theories.

24This variant reflects the possibility that neither a proposition nor its complement may be true at a
situation and that both a proposition and its complement may be true at an impossible world or situation.
To capture this possibility, we represent worlds and situations by (type-pt0, or -p(tt)) functions from primi-
tive propositions to truth-combinations.
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classical theories. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the predictive
accuracy of these theories. For example, since the nouns groundhog and wood-
chuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individual which is a groundhog in some sit-
uation is also a woodchuck in this situation, and vice versa), many20 generalized
theories still predict the validity of counterintuitive inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [4,30,32,36]) solve this problem21 by replacing sets of
worlds/of situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. How-
ever, to interpret natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at
a world, and to predict the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional
constructions like (7),22 many property theories (e.g. [30]; see [36, Sect. 7]) still
assume a dedicated domain of possible worlds, and of sets of possible worlds. Sets
of worlds are then connected to primitive propositions via a homomorphism23

from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-conditions for
constructions like (7), the meanings of sentences in intensional contexts are iden-
tified with the values of this homomorphism for the relevant hyperintension.

20 This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to attitude com-
plements (see Sect. 2.2).

21 The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-st (or type-
(st)(tt)) objects motivates the distinction between generalized and property theories.
This distinction will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.4.

22 These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of equivalent expressions.
23 To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (than intensions), it is commonly as-

sumed that this homomorphism is not an isomorphism (see [30,36]).
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tion  is introduced in [26, pp. 69–74].
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classical theories. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the predictive
accuracy of these theories. For example, since the nouns groundhog and wood-
chuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individual which is a groundhog in some sit-
uation is also a woodchuck in this situation, and vice versa), many20 generalized
theories still predict the validity of counterintuitive inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [4,30,32,36]) solve this problem21 by replacing sets of
worlds/of situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. How-
ever, to interpret natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at
a world, and to predict the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional
constructions like (7),22 many property theories (e.g. [30]; see [36, Sect. 7]) still
assume a dedicated domain of possible worlds, and of sets of possible worlds. Sets
of worlds are then connected to primitive propositions via a homomorphism23

from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-conditions for
constructions like (7), the meanings of sentences in intensional contexts are iden-
tified with the values of this homomorphism for the relevant hyperintension.

20 This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to attitude com-
plements (see Sect. 2.2).

21 The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-st (or type-
(st)(tt)) objects motivates the distinction between generalized and property theories.
This distinction will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.4.

22 These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of equivalent expressions.
23 To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (than intensions), it is commonly as-

sumed that this homomorphism is not an isomorphism (see [30,36]).
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(im-)possible worlds � by characteristic functions, �is[�  i], of sets of possible worlds
whose information captures (a consistent part of) the information of � (cf. [32]).17 The lat-
ter enable the representation of the ontologies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the ontology of TY2.

The strategy of representing situations as sets of worlds also stands behind the represen-
tation of indices by their singleton sets from [19] (above).

Because of the large cardinality of OT’s type-e domain – and of the resulting impossi-
bility of representing each individual from OT by an individual in the domain of TY4

2 –,
the ontology of OT can only be partially reduced to the ontology of TY4

2. A related ob-
servation holds for the possibility of reducing IS to TY2 (or to TY4

2): since TY2 does not
have an operation for the formation of product types (s.t. its ontology does not contain
centered situations), the ontology of IS resists a reduction to the ontology of TY2.

The ontological relations between generalized theories, and between generalized the-
ories and TY2, are summarized in Figure 2.
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2.3. Relations between Generalized and Property Theories. Generalized the-
ories improve upon the predictive accuracy of Montague’s theories by replacing indices
and truth-values by larger sets of objects that distinguish more intuitively di�erent sen-
tence-meanings. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the accuracy of these
theories: since the nouns groundhog and woodchuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individ-
ual that is a groundhog at some situation is also a woodchuck at this situation, and vice
versa), many18 generalized theories still predict the validity of inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [3,27,28,33]) solve this problem19 by replacing sets of worlds/of
situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. However, to interpret
natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at a world, and to predict
the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional constructions like (7),20 many
property theories (e.g. [27]; cf. [33, Sect. 7]) still assume a dedicated domain of possible
worlds and of sets of possible worlds. Sets of worlds are then connected to propositions via
a homomorphism21 from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-

17Possible worlds will then be represented by singleton sets containing these worlds. Situations and im-
possible worlds will be represented by sets of worlds whose members extend the information of the situa-
tion, respectively whose members capture a total consistent part of the information of the world. The rela-
tion  is introduced in [26, pp. 69–74].
18This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to occurrences of expressions in atti-
tude contexts.
19The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-s0t0 objects motivates the
distinction between (classical or) generalized theories and property theories (cf. Sect. 2.4).
20These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of logically equivalent expressions.
21To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (w.r.t. intensions), it is commonly assumed that this homo-
morphism is not an isomorphism. In reflection of this assumption, we stipulate that there is more than
one necessarily true primitive proposition.
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Pollard’s strategy for the ‘elimination’ of primitive possible worlds can be straightfor-
wardly applied to the elimination of impossible worlds and of (possible or impossible) sit-
uations. This elimination uses a four-valued24 variant of the function, �is

0
�pp [p(i)], for the

type-pt representation of possible worlds. This function produces consistent sets of propo-
sitions on input possible situations (principal filters on propositions on input spatio-tem-
poral parts of possible worlds), and produces inconsistent sets of propositions on input
impossible worlds or situations. The possibility of giving type-p(tt) representations of
(possible or impossible) worlds and situations enables the representation of the ontolo-
gies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the ontology of TY3 and, consequently, in the ontology of AHS.

We have noted in Section 2.2 that type-s�t� objects from IS (i.e. functions from centered
worlds/situations to truth-combinations) are more fine-grained than their non-centered
counterparts from TY3

2 or TY4
2, such that the ontology of IS resists a reduction to the

ontology of TY2. In particular, IS-interpretations of attitude reports correctly capture
speakers’ intuitions about the preservation of content (or ‘meaning’) under substitution,
such that they correctly predict the substitution-resistance of (4) to (6) (cf. [20]). Since
these intuitions also determine the level of granularity of primitive propositions in prop-
erty theories (cf. [29, p. 553]), IS is ontologically equivalent to AHS.

The ontological relations between generalized theories are summarized in Figure 3.
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2.4. Classes of Intensional Theories. The above yields the picture of the ontolog-
ical relations between intensional semantic theories from Figure 4. This figure identifies
two classes of intensional semantic theories whose members allow the mutual represen-
tation of their ontologies. The di�erence between these classes lies in the presence vs.
absence of objects that are su�ciently fine-grained to serve the interpretation of atti-
tude complements (e.g. the interpretation of the occurrences of (2a) and (3a) from (5a)
and (6a)). Since primitive propositions (and objects representing these propositions) sat-
isfy the above granularity requirement, the ontologies of AHS, TY3, PT, IntL, OT, and
IS all qualify as members of the class of fine-grained intensional theories. Since functions
of type s�t� (and objects representing such functions) do not satisfy this granularity re-
quirement, the ontologies of TY2, TY3

2, TY4
2, IL, and IL� qualify as members of the class

of coarse-grained intensional theories. The finer grain of primitive propositions w.r.t.
type-s�t� objects prevents the ontological reduction of fine-grained intensional theories to
coarse-grained theories.

24This variant reflects the possibility that neither a proposition nor its complement may be true at a
situation and that both a proposition and its complement may be true at an impossible world or situation.
To capture this possibility, we represent worlds and situations by (type-pt0, or -p(tt)) functions from primi-
tive propositions to truth-combinations.
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classical theories. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the predictive
accuracy of these theories. For example, since the nouns groundhog and wood-
chuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individual which is a groundhog in some sit-
uation is also a woodchuck in this situation, and vice versa), many20 generalized
theories still predict the validity of counterintuitive inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [4,30,32,36]) solve this problem21 by replacing sets of
worlds/of situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. How-
ever, to interpret natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at
a world, and to predict the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional
constructions like (7),22 many property theories (e.g. [30]; see [36, Sect. 7]) still
assume a dedicated domain of possible worlds, and of sets of possible worlds. Sets
of worlds are then connected to primitive propositions via a homomorphism23

from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-conditions for
constructions like (7), the meanings of sentences in intensional contexts are iden-
tified with the values of this homomorphism for the relevant hyperintension.

20 This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to attitude com-
plements (see Sect. 2.2).

21 The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-st (or type-
(st)(tt)) objects motivates the distinction between generalized and property theories.
This distinction will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.4.

22 These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of equivalent expressions.
23 To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (than intensions), it is commonly as-

sumed that this homomorphism is not an isomorphism (see [30,36]).
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and truth-values by larger sets of objects that distinguish more intuitively di�erent sen-
tence-meanings. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the accuracy of these
theories: since the nouns groundhog and woodchuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individ-
ual that is a groundhog at some situation is also a woodchuck at this situation, and vice
versa), many18 generalized theories still predict the validity of inferences like (6).
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situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. However, to interpret
natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at a world, and to predict
the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional constructions like (7),20 many
property theories (e.g. [27]; cf. [33, Sect. 7]) still assume a dedicated domain of possible
worlds and of sets of possible worlds. Sets of worlds are then connected to propositions via
a homomorphism21 from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-

17Possible worlds will then be represented by singleton sets containing these worlds. Situations and im-
possible worlds will be represented by sets of worlds whose members extend the information of the situa-
tion, respectively whose members capture a total consistent part of the information of the world. The rela-
tion  is introduced in [26, pp. 69–74].
18This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to occurrences of expressions in atti-
tude contexts.
19The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-s0t0 objects motivates the
distinction between (classical or) generalized theories and property theories (cf. Sect. 2.4).
20These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of logically equivalent expressions.
21To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (w.r.t. intensions), it is commonly assumed that this homo-
morphism is not an isomorphism. In reflection of this assumption, we stipulate that there is more than
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IS all qualify as members of the class of fine-grained intensional theories. Since functions
of type s�t� (and objects representing such functions) do not satisfy this granularity re-
quirement, the ontologies of TY2, TY3

2, TY4
2, IL, and IL� qualify as members of the class

of coarse-grained intensional theories. The finer grain of primitive propositions w.r.t.
type-s�t� objects prevents the ontological reduction of fine-grained intensional theories to
coarse-grained theories.

24This variant reflects the possibility that neither a proposition nor its complement may be true at a
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To capture this possibility, we represent worlds and situations by (type-pt0, or -p(tt)) functions from primi-
tive propositions to truth-combinations.
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classical theories. However, the coarse grain of situations still limits the predictive
accuracy of these theories. For example, since the nouns groundhog and wood-
chuck are co-intensional (s.t. every individual which is a groundhog in some sit-
uation is also a woodchuck in this situation, and vice versa), many20 generalized
theories still predict the validity of counterintuitive inferences like (6).

Property theories (e.g. [4,30,32,36]) solve this problem21 by replacing sets of
worlds/of situations by primitive propositions as the meanings of sentences. How-
ever, to interpret natural language modals and counterfactuals, to obtain truth at
a world, and to predict the right entailments of intensional, non-hyperintensional
constructions like (7),22 many property theories (e.g. [30]; see [36, Sect. 7]) still
assume a dedicated domain of possible worlds, and of sets of possible worlds. Sets
of worlds are then connected to primitive propositions via a homomorphism23

from hyperintensions to intensions. To predict the right entailment-conditions for
constructions like (7), the meanings of sentences in intensional contexts are iden-
tified with the values of this homomorphism for the relevant hyperintension.

20 This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to attitude com-
plements (see Sect. 2.2).

21 The resulting impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-st (or type-
(st)(tt)) objects motivates the distinction between generalized and property theories.
This distinction will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.4.

22 These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of equivalent expressions.
23 To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (than intensions), it is commonly as-

sumed that this homomorphism is not an isomorphism (see [30,36]).
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constructions like (7), the meanings of sentences in intensional contexts are iden-
tified with the values of this homomorphism for the relevant hyperintension.

(7) a. The test shows [cpthat Phil is a [cngroundhog]]. (T)

b. At all indices, all groundhogs are woodchucks. (T)

c. The test shows [cpthat Phil is a [cnwoodchuck]]. (T) !

Recently, Pollard [32] has shown that property theories can drop worlds as
primitives without losing explanatory power (see [10,31]). This is made possible
by representing possible worlds w by ultrafilters in the boolean prealgebra of
propositions (i.e. by characteristic functions of maximal consistent sets of propo-
sitions). The truth of a proposition at a word w is then defined via the proposi-
tion’s membership in the ultrafilter representing w. Linguistic modal operators
(e.g. necessarily) are interpreted as quantifiers over such ultrafilters. The rep-

20 This excludes OT and IS, which assign more fine-grained meanings to attitude com-
plements (see Sect. 2.2).

21 The impossibility of representing primitive propositions by type-st (or type-(st)(tt))
objects motivates the distinction between generalized and property theories. This
distinction will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.4.

22 These contexts allow the truth-preserving substitution of equivalent expressions.
23 To ensure the finer grain of hyperintensions (than intensions), it is commonly as-

sumed that this homomorphism is not an isomorphism (see [30,36]).
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resentation of intensions of type sα by objects of the type (pt)α preserves the
homomorphism from hyperintensions to intensions. This representation includes
the representation of type-se individual concepts by objects of the type (pt)e, and
the representation of extensional and intensional properties of individual con-
cepts (types (se)t, (se)(st)) by objects of the type ((pt)e)t, resp. ((pt)e)(pt)t.

To obtain hyperfine-grained sentence-meanings in a compositional manner,
property theories interpret proper names in the hyperintensional type for quan-
tificational DPs, (ep)p (see [29, 36]) or in the type for primitive individual con-
cepts, i (see [10,31,32]). Theories of the latter sort associate different type-i in-
terpretations of co-referential names with different ways of identifying the names’
type-e referent at all indices.24 Theories of the former sort associate different ty-
pe-(ep)p interpretations of co-referential names with the referent’s different uni-
quely identifying properties. The analysis of names as rigid designators requires
that these properties be essential properties (i.e. properties which are uniquely
exemplified by the same individual at all indices). This requirement is implemen-
ted through semantic constraints on the property-theoretic models interpreting
names (see [36, pp. 60–61]). To the best of our knowledge, the question whether
primitive individual concepts can be represented by type-(ep)p objects is still
open.

The possibility of representing possible worlds by ultrafilters on primitive pro-
positions suggests that the ontology of Muskens’ [30, Sect. 4] ‘propositional’ en-
richment of the logic TY2, i.e. TY3, can be represented in the ontology of Pol-
lard’s [31] Agnostic Hyperintensional Semantics (AHS). The latter is a proposit-
ional enrichment of the logic TY1 that commands a.o. the types t, e, and p. Since
the ontology of TY3 contains the ontology of Chierchia and Turner’s [4] Property
Theory (hereafter, PT) and of Thomason’s Intentional Logic (IntL) as its proper
parts, Pollard’s result also suggests the possibility of reducing the ontology of
TY3 to the ontologies of PT and IntL.25 (Note however that, because of the large
cardinality of PT’s type-e domain, the ontological reduction of TY3 to PT is only
a partial reduction.)

Pollard’s strategy for the elimination of primitive possible worlds can be strai-
ghtforwardly applied to the elimination of impossible worlds and of (possible or
impossible) situations. This elimination uses a four-valued26 variant of the func-
tion, λisλpp [p@i], for the type-pt representation of possible worlds, where ‘p@i’

24 This follows from the analysis of proper names as rigid designators (which have the
same referent at all indices) (see [18]; cf. [31, p. 260]) and from the assumption that
primitive individual concepts are more fine-grained than functions from indices to in-
dividuals (see [31, pp. 273, 277–278]).

25 In virtue of the possibility of representing possible worlds by ultrafilters of proposi-
tions, the ontologies of PT and IntL further enable the adequate interpretation of in-
tensional constructions like (7).

26 This variant reflects the possibility that neither a proposition nor its complement are
true at a situation and that both a proposition and its complement are true at an im-
possible world or situation. To capture this possibility, we represent worlds and situ-
ations by (type-pt, or -p(tt)) functions from primitive propositions to truth-combina-
tions.
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is read as ‘p is true at i’. This function produces consistent sets of propositions on
input possible situations (prime filters of propositions on input complete spatio-
temporal parts of possible worlds), and produces inconsistent sets of propositions
on input impossible worlds or situations. The possibility of giving type-p(tt) rep-
resentations of (possible or impossible) worlds and situations enables the repre-
sentation of the ontologies of TY3

2 and TY4
2 in the ontology of TY3 and, conse-

quently, in the ontology of AHS.
We have noted in Section 2.2 that IS’s functions from centered situations to

truth-combinations are more fine-grained than their non-centered counterparts
from TY3

2 or TY4
2, such that the ontology of IS resists a full reduction to the onto-

logy of TY2. In particular, IS-interpretations of attitude reports capture speak-
ers’ intuitions about the preservation of meaning under substitution, such that
they correctly predict the substitution-resistance of (4) to (6) (see [23]). Since
these intuitions also determine the level of granularity of primitive propositions
in property theories (see [32, p. 553]), IS is ontologically equivalent to AHS.

The ontological relations between property theories are summarized in Fig-
ure 3.

2.4 Classes of Intensional Theories

The above yields the network of ontological relations between intensional theories
from Figure 4.
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di�erent intensional semantic theories, i.e. between the frames of models for these theo-
ries. However, so long as these models assume the familiar interpretation functions (which

Figure 5. Ontological relations b/w classical, generalized, and property theories.

standard model for TY2 will interpret (1b) as the total set of possible worlds in
which 7 is a prime (rather than as the (coded) partial set of situations in which 7
is a prime), this model is still unable explain the intuitive invalidity of (4).

To transfer the explanatory or predictive power of models of one theory (with
a certain ontology) to models of another theory (with a di↵erent ontology), we
thus need to supplement the coding relations from Section 2 with a number of
further steps. For the indirect interpretation of natural language in type-logical
models (see [26, 27]), these steps include

(i) type conversion: the recursive specification of a function ⇠ – in line with
the coding of objects from Sect. 2 – that converts the types of all objects of
the reduced theory (e.g. TY3

2) into the types of constructions out of objects
of the reducing theory (TY2);

Figure 4. Ontological relations b/w classical, generalized, and property theories.

Figure 4 identifies two classes of intensional semantic theories whose members al-
low the mutual representation of their ontologies. The difference between the two
classes lies in the presence vs. absence of objects that are sufficiently fine-grained
to serve the interpretation of doxastic attitude complements (e.g. the interpreta-
tion of the occurrences of (2a) and (3a) from (5a) and (6a)). Since primitive pro-
positions (and objects representing these propositions) satisfy this granularity re-
quirement, the ontologies of AHS, TY3, PT, IntL, OT, and IS all qualify as mem-
bers of the class of fine-grained intensional theories. Since functions of the gen-
eralized type st (and objects representing such functions) do not satisfy this
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requirement, the ontologies of TY2, TY3
2, TY4

2, IL, and IL− qualify as members
of the class of coarse-grained intensional theories. The finer grain of primitive
propositions in comparison to objects of the above type prevents the ontological
reduction of fine-grained to coarse-grained theories.

3 Ontological Inter-Model Reduction: a sketch

Our previous considerations have been restricted to relations between the ontolo-
gies of different intensional semantic theories, i.e. to relations between the frames
of models of these theories. However, so long as these models assume the familiar
interpretation functions (which send terms of the theory’s language to the frame’s
‘default’ objects, rather than to more fine-grained objects that can be represented
by these objects), they will not achieve the greater explanatory or predictive suc-
cess of models which assume these fine-grained objects. For example, since stan-
dard models of TY2 interpret (1b) as the total set of possible worlds in which 7 is
a prime (rather than as the (coded) partial set of situations in which 7 is a prime),
this model is still unable to explain the intuitive invalidity of (4).

To transfer the explanatory and predictive power of models of one theory
(with a certain ontology) to models of another theory (with a different ontology),
we thus need to supplement the coding relations from Section 2 with a number of
further steps. For the indirect interpretation of natural language in type-logical
models (see [26,27]), these steps include the following:

(i) type conversion: the recursive specification of a function ξ – in line with
the coding of objects from Sect. 2 – that converts the types of all objects of
the reduced theory (above: TY3

2) into the types of objects of the reducing
theory (here: TY2);

(ii) translation to converted-type terms: the recursive specification of a fun-
ction • that translates all type-α terms A in the language27 of the reduced
theory into type-ξ(α) terms A• in the language of the reducing theory;

(iii) semantic restriction: the specification of semantic constraints on the inter-
pretation function, I ′, of the model of the reducing theory. These constraints
ensure that I ′ preserves the semantic distinctions that are induced by the in-
terpretation function, I, of the model of the reduced theory, s.t., for all terms
A, B in the language of the reduced theory,

I ′(A•) = I ′(B•) iff I(A) = I(B).

The constraints from step (iii) ensure that a sentence’s interpretation in the redu-
cing model preserves the predictions (qua sentential truth and entailment) of the
reduced model.

For the reduction of a TY3
2-model to a TY2-model for the interpretation

of natural language sentences (here: for the interpretation of (1a) and (1b)), a
suitable candidate for the function ξ from step (i) is given below:

27 We assume that this is a designated language, whose constants are associated with
the lexical elements of the target natural language (here: English).
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Definition 1 (TY3
2-to-TY2 type-conversion). The function ξ connects TY3

2

types with TY2 types via the following recursion:

I. (i) ξ(e) = e; (ii) ξ(s) = st; (iii) ξ(t) = tt;

II. ξ(α→ β) = (ξ(α)→ ξ(β))

Clauses I.(ii) and I.(iii) capture the conversion of the TY3
2 types for situations s

and partial truth-combinations t to the TY2 types for characteristic functions of
sets of possible worlds, st, and for characteristic functions of sets of truth-values,
tt (see Sect. 2.2). The remaining (sub-)clauses then enable the conversion of the
TY3

2 types for characteristic functions of partial sets of situations, st, and for
functions from situations to partial sets of individuals, s(et), to the TY2 types
(st)(tt) and (st)(e(tt)), respectively, and enable the conversion of the TY3

2 types
of generalized quantifiers, i.e. s((s(et))t), of determiners, i.e. (s(et))((s(et))t),
and of the copula be, i.e. (s((s(et))t))(et), to the TY2 types (st)(((st)(e(tt)))(tt)),
((st)(e(tt)))(((st)(e(tt)))(tt)), and ((st)(((st)(e(tt)))(tt)))(e(tt)), respectively.

A suitable candidate for the translation function from step (ii) will translate
terms of the designated28 TY3

2 language L3 to terms of the designated reducing
TY2 language L2 as follows: (This translation uses the convention for TY3

2 and
TY2 constants and variables from Tables 2 and 3).

Const. TY3
2 Type Var. TY3

2 Type

1, 2, 7 e
plus e(ee) x e
prime s(et) i s

Table 2. L3 constants and variables.

Const. TY2 Type Var. TY2 Type

1, 2, 7 e ϑ t
plus e(ee) x e
prime (st)(e(tt)) i st

Table 3. L2 constants and variables.

Definition 2 (TY2-translation of TY3
2 terms). The relation • connects the

designated terms of the logic TY3
2 with terms of the logic TY2 as follows, where A,

B, and C are suitably typed TY3
2 terms:

I. (i) 1• = 1; 2• = 2 7• = 7; plus• = plus; prime• = prime;
(ii) x• = x; i• = i;

II. (i) (B(A))• = (B•(A•));

(ii) (λyα.Aβ)• = λy•λϑ.A•(ϑ) if ξ(β) = tt;
(λyα.Aβ)• = λy•λϑ.A• otherwise, if ξ(β) = t;

(iii) (B = C)• = B •= C •

The translations of TY3
2 terms containing connectives other than = are obtained

from the above via the definition of the connectives and quantifiers from [13].
The above enables the translation of the TY3

2 renderings of (1a) and (1b),
i.e. λi [plus (1)(1) = 2] and λi [prime (i)(7)], into the TY2 terms from (7) and (8).
(Below,  is the translation function from natural language expressions to TY2

terms.)

28 This is a language whose constants are associated with the lexical elements of (1a)
and (1b).
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(8) One plus one equals two Seven is a prime number (9)

 
(
λi [plus (1)(1) = 2]

)•
 

(
λi [prime (i)(7)]

)•
= λi•λϑ [plus (1)(1) = 2]• = λi•λϑ [(prime (i)(7))•(ϑ)] (by II.(ii))

= λi•λϑ [plus•(1•)(1•) = 2•] = λi•λϑ [prime•(i•)(7•)(ϑ)] (by II.(i))

= λiλϑ [plus (1)(1) = 2] = λiλϑ [prime (i)(7)(ϑ)] (by I)

The semantic constraints on the interpretation function, I ′, of the reducing
model of TY2 (see step (iii)) are given in Definition 3:

Definition 3 (Semantic constraints on translating TY2 terms). The in-
terpretation function, I ′, of the TY3

2-reducing model of TY2 satisfies the follow-
ing constraints:

I. I ′(A•e) = I(A•e); I ′(A•s) = I
(
λi [A ≤ i]

)
; I ′(A•t ) = I

(
λϑt [ϑ v A]

)
;

II. (i) I ′
(
(B(A))•

)
= I ′(B•)

(
I ′(A•)

)
;

(ii) I ′
(
(λyα.Aβ)•

)
= the function F with domain Dξ(α) s.t.

for all d ∈ Dξ(α), F (d) = I ′(A•)g[d/y•];
(iii) I ′

(
(B = C)•

)
= T iff I ′(B•) = I ′(C•) iff I(B) = I(C)

The constraints from clause I, above, follow the description of the TY2 coding of
situations and truth-combinations from Section 2.2 (see [1, 35]). Together with
the constraints from clause II, they ensure that the interpretations-under-I ′ of
(1a) and (1b) share the truth- and falsity-conditions of the interpretations of the-
se sentences under the TY3

2 interpretation function I. In particular, since (we as-
sume that) there are some situations σ in the frame of the designated TY3

2 mo-
del at which the interpretation of λi [prime (i)(7)] is undefined (s.t. I

(
prime (σ)

(7)
)

= N), there will also be sets of worlds σσσ in the frame of the reducing TY2

model at which the interpretation-under-I ′ of λi λϑ [prime (i)(7)(ϑ)] is the emp-
ty set of truth-values, ∅. Since the interpretation of the TY2 translation of the
TY3

2 rendering of (1a) yields a non-empty set of truth-values at each value of i ,29

(1b) is not equivalent to (1a) in the reducing TY2 model.
Notably, in the reducing TY2 model, the notions of truth, entailment, and

equivalence have a different definition than in ‘standard’ TY2 models (e.g. [12];
see [29]). In standard TY2 models, the notions of truth and (mutual) entailment
are defined at the type for truth-values, t, or at the type for characteristic func-
tions of sets of possible worlds, st. Since our reducing model interprets natural
language sentences in the type (st)(tt) (see (8), (9)), it demands that these no-
tions instead be defined at the type (st)(tt), or tt. The different-type interpreta-
tion of sentences in the reducing TY2 model (w.r.t. the interpretation of senten-
ces in standard TY2 models) also demands that entailment be defined in terms
of a different algebraic structure than entailment in standard TY2 models, i.e.
in terms of the logical ordering in the Kleene algebra on

{
∅, {T}, {F}, {T,F}

}
29 This is due to the fact that = is totally defined, s.t. the interpretation of λiλϑ [plus (1)

(1) = 2] at a particular situation-argument is independent of this argument.
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(see [1,2]), rather than in terms of the logical ordering in the Boolean algebra on
{T,F}. This definition strengthens the notion of entailment in the reducing TY2

model, as is required to explain the difference between the ‘reducing’ TY2-inter-
pretations of (1a) and (1b).

4 Conclusion

This paper has identified ontological relations between different formal seman-
tic theories for the interpretation of doxastic attitude reports. The paper has
used these relations to classify the theories according to their ontologies’ mutual
representability, and has outlined a general strategy for the construction of on-
tologically parsimonious, but explanatorily strong models for attitude reports.

The ability to transfer the explanatory success of one theory (or model) to
another, ontologically more parsimonious, theory (or model) is arguably a very
desirable result. However, the identification of ontological intertheoretic (or inter-
model) relations – and of classes of ontologically equivalent theories (or models) –
also yields valuable insights about the requirements on ontologically minimal the-
ories of attitude reports and about the semantic type system. In particular, the
possibility of coding situations as sets of worlds – or of coding worlds as ultra-
filters on primitive propositions – shows that an ontologically ‘minimal’ seman-
tics for doxastic attitude reports need not assume primitive situations, or even
worlds. The resulting robustness of semantic theories w.r.t. their exact choice
of primitives – and the suitability of the more familiar classical possible worlds-
theories for most purposes (e.g. for the explanation of the invalidity of (4)) – then
explains the existence of the large number of competing intensional theories.
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